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Regis Considers 
ProposeclleaiJue 
The Regis College .Administration is considering a pro-
posed plan which, if adopted, would, within a year or two, 
place Regis in a new basketball league being formed in con-
junction with several of the top independent teams in the 
country. 
Oklahoma City University, Marquette University, De 
Paul University, Detroit University, Creighton University, 
and Regis have all expressed interest in the proposed league. 
John Flanagan, Regis Athletic· Director, has met several times 
with representatives of the other schools, and ·they have come up 
with plans and ideas on a tentative basis. 
If these six teams comprise the ---------------
league, there would probably be 
two divisions to facilitate travel. 
Detroit, Marqueiie, and De Paul 
would comprise the Eastern divi-
sion. Creighton, Regis, and Okla-
homa City would make up the 
Western section. 
The athletic directors of the 
various schools have set up a ten-
tative schedule which calls for a 
home and home series each year 
with the teams in the respective 
divisions, and an alternating year 
home and home series with the 
teams in the other division. This 
would mean that Regis . would 
play home and home games with 
Oklahoma City and Creighton 
every year, and would play one 
game per year with each of the 
teams in the Eastern division; one 
year on their court, and the next 
year in Denver. 
purely speculative Q.asis, and is 
under consideration by the ad-
ministrations of the schools con-
cerned. Further ' developments 
may b~ brought out at a meeting 
on March 21 in Oklahoma City. 
Mr. Flanagan, however, stressed 
the fact that each of the schools 
would have to vote favorably on 
the league, ·and then Tt would 
have to be approved by the NC-
AA before anything definite can 
be settled. 
SOONERS HEAR 
REGIS PROF. 
The newly elected members of the Students Executive Board are shown at a recent conference planning 
the fulfillment of the new party platform. The earnest faces are, from left to right, seated: George Lu-
tito, treasurer; Bill Bollwerk, president; and Ted Sermonet, director. Standing are: Ray Nass, secretary; 
Sid Blubaugh, director; and Jim Sena, director. Mike Severina, vice president, could not be present. 
Also brought up at the meet-
ings was the possibility of in-
creasing the league to ten teams. 
This, according to John l'lanagan, 
would be the ideal setup, and 
would provide 13 league games 
a year for each team. 
Right now the league is on a 
Lenten Regulations 
COMPLETE ABSTINENCE: for 
all over 7 years of age on Fri-
days; foods made from meat 
cannot be used at all, e.g., soup 
and gravy. 
PARTIAL ABSTINENCE: on 
Ember Wednesdays and Satur-
days, meat and soup or gravy 
made from soup may be taken 
once a day at principal meal. 
FASTING: for all over 21 or 
under 59 on weekdays of Lent, 
Holy Saturday, and Ember days 
one full meal is allowed and 
two other meatless meals not 
equalizing a full meal, taken 
according to necessity. Eating 
between meals is not allawed 
except liquids, e.g., milk or 
fruit juices. 
The Church exhorts all the 
faithful to attend daily Mass 
and 1·eceive Holy Communion 
and to practice self-denial dur-
ing Lent. 
"To the frequent remarks about 
the difficulty, even impossibility, 
of the Christian marriage ideal, 
Science & Art 
Divide 'Real' 
I ask you to consider the alterna- The faculty members of Regis 
tives even from. a purely s\ial College ~ave been attending their 
viewpoint," were the wordf: of own semmar held .1 •J1e Faculty 
the Rev. Lucius Cervantes, .J. lounge of Loyola Hall every two 
at the close of the introduction to to three we-eks on Friday after-
his speech, on Sunday evening of noon for the purpose of integrat-
March 3, which began religious ing the work of the different fields 
emphasis week at the University of education. 
of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla. The subject of the seminar has 
Fr. Cervantes will return to the been the differing approaches to 
campus this weekend after spend- reality of th~ scientist, the philoso-
ing the past week as the featured pher, and the artist. The seminar 
guest speaker at the Conference has met three times since the be-
on religion week entitled, "No ginning of the Christmas holidays,_ 
Man is an Island." He arrived at and before each meeting the facul-
the university on Saturday, March ty reads the book selected for dis-
2, and preached the sermon at cussion by the speaker. 
each Mass in the Newman Club The first lecture was given by 
Chapel · on Sunday. At 9 p.m. Fr. Bonnet on "T.he Nature of 
Sunday evening he gave the main God," in which he took the phi-
address which officially began losopher's approach to reality. Fr. 
the conference thai usually draws Bonnet used the book on St. 
large crowds and lively interest Thomas' Five Proofs for the Ex-
from the students of Oklahoma 1stence of God and exJ;!lained how 
University. philosophy works correctly from 
"Christian Marriage and Soci- the basic principles of the mind. 
ety" was the subject matter of Fr. Boyle, head of the English 
the Jesuit sociologist's first speech Department, on January 11, ex-
on Sunday evening. Fr. Cervantes plained the artist's approach to 
remarked on divorce: "Marriage reality in his talk entitled, "The 
counsellors agree that one of the Nature . of Humanism." He illus-
prime requisites for a successful trated the artist's intuition of re-
marriage is the determination ality byl exemplifying James 
that the marriage WILL be sue- Joyce's approach which was a 
cessful. challenge to the scientific mind. 
"Christ's doctrine on the rela- Dr. Ozog spoke on "The Birth 
lions between the sexes and the and Death of the Sun." He gave 
his lecture on Friday afternoon 
nature of marriage is accordingly of March 1 and explained the 
. structure of the atom and how the 
scientist appruaches reality only 
from the observable aspeCts. 
Through the iectures there were 
interesting differences of opinion 
among the professors , of the dif-
ferent fields. 
The next seminar will be held 
on March 22, when Fr. Cervantes 
will talk on the sociologist's ap-
proach to the real. 
based on the supposition thai men 
and women have certain char-
acteristics, beyond the primary 
organic ones, moored ineluctably 
to human nature. According to 
this doctrine t he s e divergent 
characteristics make it inherent· 
ly fitting that within the sacra-
mental union the man should be 
the representative of Christ and 
the woman be the representative 
or symbol of the Church.'' 
The towering crane pictured here is being used to lift concrete to 
the various floors of the new dormitory. The second floar is expected 
to begin to take shape within the next few days. Stary on Page 4. 
Father continued on chastity 
and marriage in saying, "The sur-
( Continued on Page 3) 
RECORD VOTE ELECTS 
NEW S.C. EXECUTIVES: 
An all-time high vote of 431 was recorded in the recent college 
election to determine the members of the Executive Board of the 
Btudent. Council. On February 20, Bill Bollwerk was elected president 
of the S. C. board, but the .rest of the. officers were selected in a run-
off election on February 25. 
The run-off pitted Mike Severino against Phil Sharkey for the 
vice-presidential spot, Ray Nass against Richard Massman for secre-
tary, and George Lutito against Larry Springer for the post of 
treasurer. 
Six candidates were in the run- to lV.(ike Severino, RRY Nass was 
ning for the three director spots: Selected for the seeretary spot, Sid Blubaugh, Jim Sena, Ted Ser-
monet, Bob Eldredge, Louis Pozel-
nik, and John Gatens. 
The post of vice-president went 
COLORADO U. 
HEARS REGIS 
Colorado University was the 
scene of the "Religion and Life" 
week at Boulder during the week 
of February 24 in which two Regis 
professors, Fr. Klocker of the phi-
losophy department and Fr. Stan-
sell of the history department, 
were guests panelists and speak-
ers. 
Two Protestant Ministers, a Jew-
ish Rabbi, and the Rev. Harold 
Klocker, S.J. composed the panel 
entitled, "God, Free Will and De-
terminism." Fr. Klocker spoke on 
the relation of metaphysics and 
theology for a graduate philosophy 
dass also. 
At the Kappa Psi Fraternity 
house Father took part in a ques-
tion· a~d answer period which last-
ed for two hours. Another inquiry 
period was also held at a sorority 
house with Fr. Klocker as guest. 
"At least it lets non-Catholics 
know that Catholics can give a 
reasonable account of their faith," 
Fr. Klocker affirmed in an over-
all view of the proceedings: · 
Father Stansell commented that 
the students were most eager to 
learn about the different religions, 
and showed a great interest in each 
of the speakers. 
His one talk in the "This I Be-
lieve" series was given before 
about 30 students with excellent 
results. He presented the views 
of a Catholic Priest on the Catholic 
Religion. The talk was foll~wed 
by a question and answer sessiOn. 
Father Stansell· said that all in 
all it was a worthwhile venture. 
It always is, even if there is but 
one person willing to listen to the 
views of the Catholic Church. 
George Lutito became the new 
treasurer, and Ted Sermonet, Sid 
Blubaugh, and Jim Sena were 
elected to the director spots. 
All the members of the new 
Student Council, with . the excep-
tion of Sid Bl:ubaugh, were mem-
bers of the TNT party. Sid was a 
member of the BIG party. , 
A banquet for the Student 
Council · was given by the Rey. 
Richard Ryan, S. J ., on February 
28 to welcome the new- governing 
body and to outline to them seve-
ral important policies the school 
wishes to have initiated this year. 
The first Executive Board meef-
ing was held yesterday, at which 
the council discussed its plans for 
the coming year. · 
The first problems which the 
Student Council will dea). are witp. 
the revamping of the Student 
Council Constitution, and the re-
organization ' of Freshman Week 
activities for the fall semester. 
Spiritual Activities 
The Rev. Walter Harris, S. J., 
Spiritual Director of .the col~­
lege, has announced that during 
Lent there will be Stations of 
the Cross Monday through Fri-
day at 12:10 pm. . 
Fr. Harris also ·wishes to an-
nounce that Confessions are 
heard Monday through Friday 
in the Students' Chapel from 
12:00 noon until 1:00 p.m. On 
study nights the Rosary is re-
cited in the Carroll Hall Chapel 
at 9:21. Benediction accompan-
ies the Rosary on Wednesday 
nights. 
A complete list of spiritual 
activities is pasted in Carroll 
Hall and on the Dean's Bulletin 
Board in Loyola Hall. 
Support The 
Rangers 
The Regis Brown and Gold 
STAFF 
EX-EDITORS 
LEAVE WITH, 
Editors ·-------------··------------------·-··----------·-------------------------------···--·----Paul Sloan, Honk Close MEMORIES Sena S Slants 
Sports Editors. ______ ----------·····-·----··-·-··-------·---···-·-·--·--·---------- ---------------·----George Pork, Roy Noss 
Circulation Manager ----------------------------------·--------------------------------Lou Doyle 
"Time and tide wait for no 
man," as the old saying goes, so 
once again the door is closing on 
one era and opening on another 
era of the Brown & Gold. As we 
look over the past year, there are 
many memories-memories of the 
help and encouragement from 
Father Edward Wintergalep and 
Father Joseph Collins; memories 
of the many faithful and devoted 
staff members who gave up their 
time to make the paper possible; 
and memories of the excellent co-
operation of the faculty at Regis. 
And who can forget Father Rich-
ard Ryan, who made everything 
possible by increasing the budget 
and by meeting our problems with 
understanding and a d v i c e . Of 
course, nothing wo-uld have been 
possible without the help of Al-
mighty God, Who, we .feel, has 
been very good to us . 
Exchange Manager ___________________________________ -·----···--------. _____________ Jim Babka 
It seems appropriate at this time to _bring ~he subject of politics 
into focus. At the. recent student counc1~ el~chon~, Regis witnessed 
one of the largest turnouts at the polls m_ 1ts entire history. Regis 
"citizens" numbered 431 as they cast the1r ballots. The result of 
this election is a representative group of officers on the student 
council. By representatives, I mean that almost all groups of interest 
from the school enrollment are serving on the school Executive 
Board. This is the way it should be. 
Columnists ________ -----·-·--···----·----·-·-····--··-··--·--------·--·-------------------- Ed Moorhead, Jim Seno 
News Stoff-----·----···---·------··--·---··----·---·--·Jock Graham, Dove Sprehe, Lou Gerweck, Ted Foti, 
Bob Kopp, Steve Telatnik, Jim Creamer 
Feotures-----·------·---------··-·---·-----·--···---·-··--··-·---··-----------------------------Bob Lalich 
Sports Stoff. _______________________________________________________________________ _Mike Dollohan, Jim Obst 
Business Manager ........... -----------------------------------------------------------------------Ron Hermes 
Assistant Business Manager----· ___ -------·------------------------Phil Sharkey 
Business _______ ·--------------- ----------------------------------------------------Terry Welsh 
Photography Staff·------------------··-·-·-·-----·---------------------------------·John Cambria, Jim Sombol 
In the past it has too often happened that only one, or only a 
few of the school's various facets have seen members of the execu-
tive board. As in national government, a group of leaders that does 
not represent all of the people is not a good group. Were the eicec. 
utive board to be made up of all boarders on one hand, or all day 
students on the other, Regis would not be represented in student 
government. Only certain "vested interests" would find their way 
into student law and the voice of Regis as a unit would be muted. 
Letter to the Edito~r 
Students of Regis College: 
The Executive Board of the Regis Student Council of 
1956-57 wishes to extend their deepest gratitude to all who 
made their tenure in office so much more enjoyable and 
simple- by. their united, cooperative efforts. 
Now Regis College is an organization; it is a body. As in the 
human body, we find in Regis many organs and several functional 
limbs. We can imagine what would happen if the organs and limbs 
in the human body worked against each other. What would happen 
if the legs of a basketball player worked against his arms? He 
would never play the game let alone score a point. And if the 431 
men who voted at the last election, plus those men who for one 
reason or another were unable to vote, would band together as a 
unit, then Regis would be ready to grow as a unit, right along with 
her new buildings and her state. 
This covers much ground. To the administration; to the 
faculty; to the moderator; to the general student council; and 
in particular to the men who make up the Regis College stu-
dent body we say "thank you." 
In leaving office, we also impart our best wishes to the 
new Executive Board in the assurance that their's will be 
a fertile and productive council. 
Again, thank you, individually, for your assistance and 
encouragement. 
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD OF 1956-57 
PRES. WANTS UNITY 
To the Student Body: 
I would like to take this opportunity to express my ap-
preciation to the student body of Regis College for the con-
fidence they have entrusted to myself and the members of 
the new Executive Board of the Student Council. 
As your newly elected representatives, we will strive 
to bring you better student government and will try to the 
best of our ability to fulfill our campaign promises. All our 
success, however, depends mainly on you the students be-
cause without your cooperation and help we can do very 
little. 
We of the new Executive Board, hope by your coopera-
tion and help and any suggestions or criticisms you might 
have of our administration, to act with you and the faculty 
in bringing to you a successful student government and a 
better Regis, now and in the future. 
Bill Bollwerk, Pres., 
Executive Board, 1957-1958 
New Editors Speak 
After each change in the drivers' seat of the Brown & 
Gold, the retiring editors usually sit back and relax much 
relieved, and yet much the wiser. 
The primary purpose of the student newspaper is for the 
benefit of the student and the publication of local college 
news. In serving as editors, we hope to benefit the school 
and add important practical experience to our own education. 
With the advent of graduation, the Brown & Gold is 
losing a considerable number of reporters and writers. Work-
ing on a newspaper is a kind of self education which is hard 
to find in the classroom or textbook and easier to talk about 
than to acquire. 
We had many plans for the pa-
per-some of these plans were re-
alized and others were not, but it 
is our sincerest wish that the 
school was not let down by the 
Brown & Gold. Perhaps there are 
some who have been neglected or 
dissatisfied by the paper; to these, 
we offer heartfelt apologies. 
It was hard work, but given the 
opportunity again, it would be 
hard to refuse the chance of work~ 
ing with such loyal and coopera-
tive individuals. Again thanking 
everyone who has made the Brown 
& Gold possible, and thanking also 
the student-body for its warm re-
sponse, we truly wish the new 
. Editors every success. 
Sincerely, 
Tom Staley and Dan Samide 
Co-Editors 
Missionary· 
Visits Regis 
Visiting the Most Rev. Bernard 
This year of 1957 seems as a· threshold over which Regis College 
must pass to new prominence and recognition commensurate with 
her contributions to :the city and state she has called her home since 
1888. It is interesting if not essential to note along this line that 
1958 will nrark the centennial celebration of Colorado. Regis has 
been an incorporated body of Colorado for 70 out of the 100 years of 
the state's formal existence. As Colorado has played a great part 
in the history of her country, Regis must also play her part in the 
story of Colorado. 
The unity that is represented by the mixture of interests in the 
new Executive Board is the key to the door of that stage on which 
Regis must play her part. "r take this opportunity to urge every 
member of the student body to conscientiously consider his part in 
the play. It is the duty of each and every one of us to help see to it 
that Regis becomes as prominent a spot on the Colorado map as 
Colorado is fast becoming a prominent spot on the nation's map . 
The only way for the "play" to be adequately staged is for each 
and every member of Regis College to get into the act. An interest 
in all the school functions of this college is an interest in ourselves, 
As Regis grows and gains recognition, the value of the degrees she 
issues will also increase. And, most important, Regis will shine. as 
a beacon of Catholic truth in her state. -
Regis After Hours l J. Sullivan, S. J., this past week was the Rev. rank Loesch, S. J.,\ 
a Jesuit for 35 years, who has By Ed Moorhead 
spent 30 years in ioreign coun- The Regis intra-mural league, which plays a brand of basket-
tries establishing schools and hos- ball at least equal to that played in ye olde Rocky Mountain Con· 
pitals for the Society of Jesus. Fr. ference, seems to have another quintet equal to the legendary House 
Loesch, a native of St. Cloud, of Karst. 
Minnesota, was in the Patna area The House of Karst, for those of you who were struggling with 
of India in 1940 when Bishop Sul- · Latin, algebra, and other difficulties of adolescence one or two years 
!ivan, Regis faculty - member, es- ago, won the intra-mural league three years in a row, going unde-
tablished the first girl's high feated in league and tournament play for the entire period. 
school in that area. The school is The most serious threat to the House during the last two years 
s!;ill growing and ~ow has an en- of their reign came from Punchy's Boys. This gang finished second 
rollment of 500 nabve students. to the House in both 1955 and 1956, losing in the final game of the 
Father has recently been sta- season both times. 
tioned in India at this same mis- In the recent intra-mural tournament, a band of Sophomores 
sion of Patna, an area which is the known as the Molecules edged out a team known as the T-Wings, 
size of the state of Ohio and em- the same team which went under th.e name Punchy's Boys the last 
braces· s om e 35,000 Catholics two years. This would seem to indicate that the· Molecules are des-
among ,the 35,000,000 persons tined for more and greater glory in the years to come. 
served by the mission. The atom men feature Dick Cummings and Phil Bobberschmidt 
Fr. Loesch firmly states that in the electron orbitals, Don Dierks, John Lindeman, and Bob Bur• 
"India has rio trouble with Com- kamp in the proton spots, and Earl Cline in the neutron post. At 
munism" and also says that the present, the team is undefeated in.league, tournament, and exhibition 
future of India is indeed bright as play. 
The past editors published a large number of issues with 
efficient coverage of the news, which proves they did their 
best for the paper. We hope· to uphold the standard of the 
paper by the best trials and the fewest errors possible. We 
would like to extend an invitation and a welcome to all 
students who are interested in writing for one reason or 
another. · 
the Indian government is spend- After the final game of the season last year it was decided to 
ing 96 millio dollars this year for retire the name House of Karst. Now, with another team of simil~r 
public workS and for economic im- talents on the scene, and another residence hall to be opened m 
provements, all of which will fur- September, it would seem only appropriate that this team take th~ 
ther strengt en the country from name House of Karst in the coming years so that a tradition may be 
aggression by f o r e i g n powers kept alive. 
which would subjugate and con-
kuer the country. THERE'S NO BUSINESS LIKE· Finian's Rainbow, as presented 
by Loretto Heights College, a few ~eeks ago, was one of the ·finest 
.college productions this writer has ever seen. The Brown & Gold is for a "Greater Regis of the Rock-
ies" and we, the editors,' want and need the help of the rest 
of the student body to take definite steps in the direction of 
that goal. We strongly encourage letters to the editors, staff 
members who are willing to cooperate, and a better coverage 
of happenings connected with Regis College. 
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Hank Close & Paul Sloan 
Co-Editors 
Easter vacation is scheduled 
to begin after • the last class on 
Wednesday, April17, and class-
es will resume on Tuesday, 
April 23, t 9:15 a.m. Mid Se-
mester examinations are sched-
uled for the week of March 24-
28. 
Having missed Carousel I could not help but be a bit skeptical 
about the high praise which the Height's received on its ·account. 
Thus, I approached Finian's Rainbow with much the same attitude 
that relatives have when forced to attend little Johnny's Christmas 
pageant. 
This pessimism was soon "Chased" away by the enthusiastic 
personality of the entire production. 
(Continued on page 5, column 1 & 2) 
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PAUL SLOAN HANK CLOSE 
Hank C~ose, a Junior P.hilosophy Major, and Paul 
Sloan, a Jumor English Major, were appointed editors of 
the Brown & Gold for 1957-58. This appointment is effec-
tive with this issue of Brown & Gold. 
. Tom Staley and Dan Samide recommended the new 
editors, and they were approved by Rev. Joseph Collins, 
S. J., moderator of the paper. 
Hank Close is from Wilmette, Ill. He was previouslv 
the Sports Editor of the Brown & Gold. He has been a 
staff member of_the Brown & Gold for the past two years. 
P_aul Sloan Is a graduate of Holy Family High school 
he~e m ~enver. ~aul served in the capacity of Assistant 
Editor pnor to his appointment as Co-Editor. 
Their appointments as editors will expire in March 
of 1958. 
.121 On Dean~s List 
The Dean's honor roll fo.r the first semester of 1956-57 has been 
release~ with the names of those students making an average of 
3.00 or higher. These students constitute eighteen percent of the 
student body. 
Four members of the senior class were the only students to 
reach the coveted 4.00 spot. James Drinkard has made it for the 
seventh time in seven semesters. Thomas Danahey, Horace Ander-
sen, and Richard Rydberg were the . other representatives of the 
senior class in the 4.00 bracket. Other names on the list include: 
SENIORS 
Andersen, Horace ..... : . .... 4.00 Cerrone, Don ............... 3.33 
Danahey, Thomas ........... 4.00 Chauvin, Robert ............ 3.33 
Drinkard, James ............ 4.00 Erramouspe, Paul ........... 3.33 
Rydberg, Richard ........... 4.00 Hasse, Richard ............. t.23 
Meek, John ................ 3.87 Fehringer, Norbert . . . . . . . . . .21 
Wanebo, Harold ............ 3.87 Smithhisler, Wm ............ 3.20 
Sister, M. Carroll ........... 3.78 Spensieri, John ............. 3.20 
Plm~ssard, Don ............. 3.66 Beacom, Paul ............... 3.17 
Lamansky, Eugene ......... 3.60 L].ltz, Richard ...............•. 17 
Sutton, Robert ............. 3.60 Lardino, Joseph ............. 3.16 
Coop~r, Paul ............... 3.59 Cushner, James ............ 3.14 
Quadracci, Harry ........... 3.50 Gonring, Robert ............ 3.13 
D~Paemelere, Louis ........ 3.47 Hart, Martin ............... 3.13 
Hower, Alan .......... _ ..... 3.43 Rendulich, Anthony ........ 3.10 
Turelli, Richard ............ 3.35 Campbell, Richard .......... 3.00 
JUNIORS 
Rotar, Paul ................. 3.83 Newman, Tom .............. 3.20 
Ryan, Steve ................ 3:6'2 Samide, Dan ............... 3.20 
Nass, Raymond ............. 3.47 Beauvais, Edward ...... : .... 3.17 
Weber, James .............. 3.46 Springer, Lawrence ......... 3.17 
Blubaugh, Sid .............. 3.38 Curran, Edward ............ 3.05 
Vitry, Richard .............. 3.37 Garland, Jerry ............... 3.00 
Mansfield, Arthur .......... 3.31 Schmitz, William ........... 3.00 
Sassano, Eugene ............ 3.21 Sena, James ................ 3.00 
Dwyer, William ............. 3.20 
. SOPHOMORES 
Cocozzella, Peter ........... 3.87 Russ, Ralph ................ 3.27 
Malloy, Regis ............... 3.82 Goetz, Robert ............... 3.17 
·cavalieri, Eugene .......... 3.81 Molchan, James ........... _ 3.17 
Kiefer, William ............. 3.77 O'Meara, Michael ........... 3.12 
Danahey, James ............ 3.67 Davidson, Gary ............. 3.11 
Mangus, Vincent ........... 3.64 Martelon, George ........... 3.11 
Cr~er, James . ............. 3.59 Boyle, Joseph ....... .' ...... 3.07 
Ash, Ken ................... 3.53 Moran, Pat ................. 3.05 
Dill, Donald ................ 3.49 Adducci, Joseph ............ 3.00 
Kelly, Richard .............. 3.47 Fisher, Donald .......... · .... 3.00 
Blum, Henry ............... 3.46 Sister M. Hoffman .......... -3.00 
Treloar, John ............... 3.46 Kozy, Alexander ........... 3.00 
McCarthy, Charles .......... 3.33 Sheetz, Lawerence .......... 3.00 
Wanebo, Clifford ........... 3.31 Sweeney, Roger ... ~ ......... 3.00 
Perrella, Victor ............. 3.27 
FRESHMEN 
Cosimi, Anthony ............ 3.94 Ramponi, Arthur ........... 3.22 
Dooher, Terry .............. 3.94 Luttrell, Thomas ............ 3.21 
Maize, Gene ............... 3.82 Brill, Ted .................. 3.17 
Eby, David ................ 3.70 Gahl, James ................ 3.17 
Telatnik, s7eve .... ·.· ....... 3.70 Etzkorn, Robert ........... :3.13 
Weber, John ................ 3.55 Luckenbach, Robert : ........ 3.12 
Glass, Michael .............. 3.53 Stein, Robert ............... 3.12 
Zivic, William .............. 3.53 Creamer, James ............ 3.05 
Williams, Michael ........... 3.51 Schippers, John ............ 3.05 
Burdeau, Robert ............ 3.46 Scott, Bruce ................. 3.05 
Alire, Orlando ............... 3.43 Bainbridge, Paul ............ 3.00 
Povondra, Robert ........... 3.43 Baker, Paul ................ 3.00 
Marvel, William ............ 3.40 Bastien, Charles ............ 3.00 
Huppert, Donald ............ 3.38 Blick, Kenneth ............. 3.00 
Boatright, James ........... 3.37 Coughlin, George ........... 3.00 
Farrell, Blair ............... 3.37 Eschweiler, John ............ 3.00 
Mangus, William ............ 3.35 Meisel, James ............... 3.00 
Brady, William ............. 3.33 Scott, John ................. 3.00 
Hilmer, Richard ............ 3.33 Shephard, Stanley ......... - 3.00 
Muench, Arno .............. 3.33 Sprehe, David .............. 3.00 
Murphy, Thomas ........... 3.33 Stuart, Michael ............. 3.00 
Brown, William ............ 3.25 Wetzel, James .............. 3.00 
McCormick, James ...... .' ... 3.23 
SODALISTS SEE EASIER SA.ID THAN DONE, 
DETROIT; TSSA STUDENT TEACHERS SAY 
Bob Moynihan and Terry Con-
nor, secretary and treasurer of 
the Regis Men's Sodality respec-
tively, recently attended the 
Training School of Sodality Ac-
tion in Detroit, Mich. The TSSA 
was sponsored by the Detroit Uni-
versity Sodality on February 2 
and 3. Representatives from Jes-
uit universities and colleges thru-
out the nation were present at the 
annual conference. 
Moynihan and Connor, who 
spent three days in Detroit, . re-
turned with several new ideas for 
the improvement of the Regis or-
ganization. Two of the major 
suggestions brought back were: 
stronger emphasis on personal 
moral perfection which is the 
foundation of the sodality, and 
a longer and stricter probationery 
period for those wishing to enter 
the sodality. 
On Sunday March 10, John 
Kirchner, president of the Sodal-
ity, is scheduled to speak before 
a city-wide meeting of the mem-
bers of the Denver St. Vincent 
De Paul Society, March 10. The 
topic of his address will be "The 
Connection Between the Sodality 
and the St. Vincent De Paul 
Society." 
In cooperation with the Sodal-
ity Union, Regis' sodalities will 
participate in the Institute at 
Loretto Heights College late in 
April. Regis stadium will be the 
site of the Sodality Union- spon-
sored May Crowning on a Sunday 
in May. 
At the present meetings, Fr. 
Harold Klocker S.J., moderator, 
is speaking on the "Theory and 
Practices of Spiritual Life." 
Circle K Plans 
Student Loans 
By Bob Lalich 
So you have decided on education as your future field of en-
deavor? Or maybe you look on teaching as your bread and butter 
only until you nail down that law degree. Either way, Mr. Regis 
scholar, tread carefully, for teaching school isn't the bed of roses 
you have pictured it to be. J -.,------ -------
This semester, Regis boasts 17 grade girls. Not only do they 
student teachers - the largest "dig" his blue suede shoes but 
group of its kind ever assembled they surround Howdy's Dri~e-in 
on_ ~ampus. These people are every morning to watch John sip 
gammg practical experience in coffee on his break. 
t~aching.by conducting their own Mike Severino, recently elected 
classes m Denver's elementary vice president of the Student 
schools. Each student spends at Council, covers a larger range 
least three hours every morning than any of the other student 
in either teaching a class or dis- ~ teachers. Mike teaches the first 
cussi_n? class problems with su- through the fifth grades in physi-
pervismg teachers. They are also cal education at Berkeley. 
responsible for. :t:>lannin!? t he i r Carol Rossmiller is the fourth 
own classes, givmg a~signments Regis student teacher who holds 
and tests, ~nd corr~cti_ng hoJ?e- classes at Berkeley. Besides being 
work. Be~Ides t~eir Immediate Mr. Van Valkenburg's secretary, 
school duhe~, which may r~nge Carol also attends Regis night 
from ~ttendmg P.T.A. meeti~gs, classes. She teaches the fifth 
to trymg to collect the previOus grade 
night's homework, Regis stu~ent Joe. Bischof, Jim Bzdek, Dick 
teachers hold a wee~l~ s~n:mar Lutz and Manuel Rosado, all stu-
on campus. Here their IndiVIdual dent teachers at Lake Junior 
~roblen:s a:e ~alked about, and High, have observed that the girl 
mstructiOn IS given them on how students have tak t' 1 
t h dl t · 1 ·t t' en par ICU ar o . an e cer ~m c a.ss SI ua IOns notice of them. While walking 
whi<:h may. anse. FIVe hours of down the hall the other da th 
credit are given to stude~t teach- learning teachers overh~~rd ese 
ers. Anyone of them will argue 1 f a th t ·t · 11 th ·t . d" coup e o the young females talk-a I Is we wor I , rernm mg ing 0 k · th th 
you that they spend approximate- · ne was as mg e o . er 
ly 30 ho a k t th . who the young men were walkmg urs wee a err pro- h d f th Th h · fession to be. ~ ea o em. e ot er replied, 
Oh, they are student teachers 
Student teachers learn in ad- from Regis, and boy are they 
vance the situations with which cute." · 
they will be faced in years to Dick Campbell, eighth grade 
come. For instance, what would teacher at Horace Mann, is doing 
you do if your entire class flung very well according to the prin-
their books on the floor, and then cipal. His girl students however, 
defiantly stared at you, daring seem to be confused as to whether 
you to teach them something? his h~ir is blond or brown. Don 
Then again maybe. you might be Ploussard, who teaches seventh 
blessed with only one or two and eighth grade social studies 
mischievious youngsters who keep at Lake Jr., came up .with a per-
continually telling you to "Drop plexing question for Mr. Van 
dead!" or something worse. In Valkenburg, head of all student 
any event the teacher must be teachers. Don's question was, 
equipped with enough knowledge "How do you teach slow learn-
and will power to cope with such ers?" 
er.uptions, and bri~g the class Ed Tanguay an eighth grade 
back to civil ways with as little teacher at Ho~ace Mann found 
bloodshed as p~ssible. Still want that he had a problem 'too. It 
to be a teacher· seems that the school system 
A student loan fund has been 
proposed by Circle K, the Ki-
wanis club chapter on campus, 
and is before the club's executive 
board for approval. The fund, if 
approved, will be available for 
students of Regis solely for the 
purpose of financing their school-
ing. 
In addition to the fund, Circle 
K is planning to join with North 
Denver Kiwanis Club in the lat-
ter's annual Pancake Festival to 
be held at the Colorado School 
of Mines' fieldhouse sometime 
this spring. The primary purpose 
of this festival will be to raise 
money for the underprivileged 
children of Denver. Circle K 
plans to use some of the money 
for the -stimulation of general 
'School activities .. 
Ron Simpson, sixth grade teach- offers two sets of text books for 
er at Berkeley, is an example of his social science classes. One on 
the student teachers who wish to a level for the eighth grade read-
do away with that old saying ers and another for third of fourth 
which goes, "Oh well, if every- grade level readers. 
thing else fails, I can always Other Regis students who bat-
teach." With this attitude Ron tle wits with the younger genera-
believ€s a person will also fail as tion Monday through Friday are: 
an instructor. Of course, there is Claude Arnold, ninth grade at 
some compensation in the teach- H o r a c e Mann, Uvaldo Chavez, 
ing ·field. Ron received nine val- fifth grade at Columbian, Bill 
entines this year, seven of them Ketchersid, sixth grade at Elm-
from girl pupils. So far his disci- wood and Bob Grund who holds 
plinary measures have been con- down both the fourth and fifth 
fined to confiscating a boy's chief grade classes at Thornton. 
Circle K plans to sponsor more 
pep rallies on the order of the one 
previously held at the beginning 
of the basketball season. 
Circle K is a new organization 
on Regis campus, and n e e d s 
members to improve Regis. In-
terested students are asked to 
contact Bob Chauvin, president of 
the club. 
marble shooter. It seems he was These 17 students are building 
disturbing the class by repeated- for themselves a fine foundation 
ly pounding it on a desk. "He in the field of education. They 
will get it back as soon as he are acqmrmg knowledge now 
learns that marbles are to be used which will prove more profitable 
on the playground-not in class," as years pass. As one of the stu-
Ron smilingly affirmed. dent teachers summed it up, 
Johnny Garbella, also a teacher "Those kids aren't the only ones 
at Berkeley, seems to ·have ac- who are learning, the teacher is 
quired quite a fan club of fourth getting an education too." 
TES- AT OKLAHOMA U. 
(Continued from Page 1) educated in a non-religious 
veys of the social scientists have ·school;' he concluded'. 
long recorded the soundings of "Science might tell a nation 
the positive relation between how to build a human experimen-
chastity and married happiness; tal station, how to exterminate 
science- is catching up with reli- a race, how to generate new forms 
gion in its realization that pre- of jet and atomic power, how to 
marital purity and post-marital break down a man's mind but 
happiness go hand in hand. it could not tell right from wrong, 
"Society will either take the it could not tell good from evil, 
reproductive system as God has or even the purpose of existence." 
given it," he said, as he condemn- Fat he r also mentioned that 
ed · birth contr:ol, "Or we shall Thomas Jefferson founded a state 
have social and ethical chaos. In university and wrote in its con-
its ultimative analysis it will he stitution that religious courses 
either Christ and purity or con- would not be required, but strong-
traceptives and irresponsibility. ly urged the importance of them. 
"Moscow, Reno, and Hollywood The ideas of Darwin, Comte, 
do not have the answers for mar· and Dewey were thoroughly dis-
riage problems. But we do. So- cussed. In his conclusions, the 
ciety is dependent upon God's featured speaker retorted: "The 
plan and only we can give it in universities are not providing for 
its totality." With this, Fr. Cer- the intellectual leadership, I say 
vantes concluded his first speech. intellectual not exhortatory, the 
He mentioned that many of the intellectual existence of God, for 
first universities in the United an explanation of the rational 
States such as Yale and Columbia nature of man, for the historical 
were established to prepare stu- validity of the scriptures, a solid 
dents for religious as well as integral philosophy." 
civil life. "Not one signer of the While commenting on one of 
Declaration of Independence was the nation's m o s t perplexing 
problems he said, "Mental illness 
is merely a mirror of our disturb-
ed times-our atomic times-and 
as Adler and Hutchins maintain, 
these disturbed atomic times are 
reinfo!"ced in their confusion by 
the confused standards and ideol-
ogies of our universities who have 
ostracized or de-emphasized as 
myth both philosophy and reli-
gion." 
In answer to the question: who 
has the better approach to the 
mind of the thinking student. the 
Protestant, Catholic or Jew? the 
Rev. Cervantes replied, "The 
Cathloic has the advantage be· 
cause he uses a systematic ap-
proach of integrated philosophy 
and revealed religion. The other 
systems seem· a fragmentary and 
amorphous approach w i t h no 
scholastic philosophy and a wide 
difference in belief." 
This Jesuit, a recognized au-
thority on American family life, 
has been a guest speaker on num-
erous campus c o n f e r e n c e s 
throughout the Mid-West as well 
as at Harvard, Yale and Corne'll. 
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Dorm Grows; 
Union to Begin 
IJIA vuou.r·c-r ~-ADOPTS : FTA CElEBRATE ADGJ~IEidg~s : 
rL I fll ~~ ~ ~ · • · : NEA'S HISTORY Work For P1ns 
r" D jj r IJ A R' r AI~ s TVZ E The Regis Future Teachers . of The Alpha D~lta , Gamma pledg. 
Foul, cold weather on February r v IliFf I; n I;'' It I I j . America organization has tenta- es assisted at the Alumni .bre;k_ 
28 noticeably slowed up progress p· layl"ng another hard role as the tively planned for April 4 a cele- fast, held" on February 17.· Mass 
. h Twelve Angry Men, a play bration in honor of _the lOOth 
on the construction of t e new originally scheduled for a spring forceful, sadistic, juror number anniversary of the Natwnal Edu- was celebrated in the student 
residence hall on the Regis cam- production last year, will be the three. He also was . last seen in cation Association. <:hapel oy the Rev. 'Richard Ryan 
pus, but full scale work resumed next offering of the Regis College The rest of :the "jury will be As stated in the NEA Journal: and immediately ~fterwards ~~eak-
shortly thereafter when the wea- Playhouse. made up of Bob Lalich as :the "The big nationwide birthday fast was sen;~d m the c~feteria. 
ther cleared up. Before the snow The play, made up of 15 male foreman, John DeWitt as juror party on April 4 w.ill celebrll:te ,a _ The ·pledge class has elected as 
and rain set in, enough had al- parts and directed by Fr. Andrew number two, and Frank Wort- century of growth m t~e natw~ s their responsible captain, Bill 
ready been done on the first floor J. Deeman, S.J., is tentatively set b f J ror schools-and the NEA s part m Schaefer who l_· s. to .. be ass1·sted by to be presented March 30 at the man as juror num er our. u 1 1 , . so that workmen could continue Loretto Hei~hts Little Theater. number five will be portrayed by . that growth. -!"-s e':'ery OCl1- asso- Ted Foti. The other pledges are: 
. ciation lights 1ts blr.thday candles, Mike Kennedy, Bcib Rehan, Or-
working there, where they now Twelve Angry Men, originally Jim .Sena, James Bennett _will be. sings the cen~enmal song, and lando Alire, John Carbone, E;rnest 
have heat and light. The slab for written for televisi.on by Reginald I see':l as juror_ numbe~ SIX, an~ affirms· the fa1th teachers have Coriz, John Dugan, John Geragh-
the second floor was poured on Rose, was first presented on Blau Farrel wlll play l':lror ?um built in a cen~ury, we. hopeht~ ty, Mike Klein, Tenny 'Fuller, Jer-
Februar.y 26 and framing for this Studio One. Mr. Rose was pre- ber seven. Lloyd Morris will be make all Amenca consc1ous t. a ry Haushalter, .Andy Hudson 
floor is already beginning to take sented the Emmy by the Society seen in the role of jur~r number we are stepping from o~r flrst Frank Maggio, Keith Meisel Jin{ 
of Television Arts and Sciences nine, Walt Scott plays Juror nu~- 100 years into the, next, u~mg the Obst_, Bob··:Povondra, Fred R~ibal, 
shape. It would seem like a rath- for the best dramatic writing in ber :ten, and Larry Marcus will light of a century s expenence to Jim Sambol, .Bill Schaeferr Terry 
er large task to bring i7o cubic television for 1955. The play was · play juror number eleve':l. The guide us." Welsh, John Waris, ,and Jifll Ben-
yards (2000 tons) of' concrete up adapted for the stage by Sherman twelf:th juror and several bli parts The Centenni~L Co:trt;lission of nett. Pledgin~ .~as .sta!ted three 
to the second floor, but this was L. Sergle. have not as yet been cast. ·the NEA is in the r.1ii:lst of . ~8 ;w.eeks ago. . , · 
just routine for the crew doing The entire play :takes place in According to Father De~man, projects for this year, · incl~d~ng 
the job. They obtained a 105 a jury room where 12 men discuss . the pl~y will ?e presented m the pure celebration and a~prec1atlve 
foot, 20 ton capacity crane to :the fate of a :teenage boy accused C.athohc Hosp1tals of Denver ll:f- but c r it i c a I evaluatwn of the 
pull up a bucket of concrete of killing his father. Emolion ter t4is month .. The cast .wlll NEA's history. 
which carried a cubic yard each runs high as opinions conflict in prese~t the play m arena or c~rcle :;::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::; 
time, so the job took only abou~ :this drama of men and :their con- style m several <?f the ~osp1tals 
6 hours. sciences. in which the aud1ence w1ll com- I 
pletely surround the actors. This Avenue c ea ners But more important than this The cast, largely made up of will be the first attempt of the 
dormitory which many students new faces in the Playhouse, will Playhouse to present. a play in 
have been watching with interest, be headed by Bob Sutton and arena style since its birth in 1954. 
is the student center, construction Ben Costa. Bob plays the thought-
3609 West 49th Ave. 
GL. 5-7100 of which should begin within the ful, gentle, juror number eight. Fr. Deeman is also considering 
next few weeks. This building I He was last seen in the Loretto out of town bookings for the play 
will draw particular interest be- He~ghts production of. Finian's if they can be arranged. Boulder DRY ClEANING 
Lowell Drug· 
cause it is here that most students Rambow. Ben Costa, remember- and Colorado Spri:p.gs have been PRESSING 
will be spending their leisure ~e~d~f~o~r~h~is~r~o~le~s~in:;_t~h~e~D-e~t~e~ct_i~v-=e~m~e=-n~t~io~n~e~d~a~s~p~o~s~si~b~l-=e~c~it~i~es~w_h_e_r_e_]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ hours. ~tory and Country Girl, will be the play may be presented. 
The one story building which 
will be constructed of concrete, 
brick and steel will be 121 feet 
long and 103 feet wide and will 
face east towards the main drive-
way and Carroll Hall. The .road 
which now runs in front of De-
Smet Hall will be continued west 
so that students can drive right 
to the large parking lot which 
will be located on the south side 
of the Student Union. Included 
in the structure will be a 60 foot 
by 54 foot cafeteria which will 
have a capacity of 400; a 60 foot 
by 26 foot snack bar which will 
have its own kitchen and which 
will b.e separated from the cafe-
teria by a low partition; a 50 fool 
by 24 foot game room; a 39 foot 
hy 28 foot louhge where students 
can relax and watch television 
and another private dining room, 
just adjacent to this lounge. The 
cafeteria will .be served by a 
modern, up-to date kitchen and 
will have its own loading docks. 
The present cafeteria in the ad-
ministration building will be con-
verted to other use. 
AKPsi Pushes 
Pledges; Plans 
Game with DU 
Pledgemaster, 'Skip Foley and 
his assistant, Paul Iten, have an-
nounced that twenty-one men have 
started in the second semester 
pledge class. of the Gamma · Sigma. 
chapter of Alpha Kappa Psi. Jim 
Wetzel was chosen pledge captain, 
and Bill Whelan was elected to 
thta~ po~t o~ j SfiiSlllPt pledge cap-
ln. 
Jim Jagger, President 'of the 
fraternity, officially · started pledg-
ing Wednesday, February 20, and 
announced that ple.dging would 
li!St a minimum of .SiX weeks. 
Tentatively · set for a later date 
is the annual basketball game be-
tween Beta Chapter of Denver 
University and Gamma Sigma 
Chapter of Regis. ·Each year the 
winner of this game is awarded a 
traveling trophy, which is at pres-
ent in the poss~ssion of Gamma 
Sigma. 
On February 20, Mr. Raymond 
Johnson, President of the Boulder 
Acceptance Corporation, spoke to 
the fraternity on the subject of, 
"How a businessman should in-
vest." Refreshments were served 
afterward by the fraternity. 
A committee is now being form-
ed by Dick Perrella and Joe Chase 
to make plans for the annual Regis 
Bazaar. The fraternity is planning 
three booths, one of which will be 
the popular "Duck Booth." 
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GRADUATES 
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! 1 
We'li be on the· campus Tuesday, il1arch 12 
"to discuss your future at Boeing·~: ,; where: rapid~-.:.:-­
growth gives you ·a chance to ··mov~ ahead. :' 
This month, while you are making your decision about -· At Boeing,you'Jl be vyith the J:Ultio~uoremost aircraf~ 
the company you want to join, it might be helpful to ask . manufacturer,, the COJ.Dpapy~ that's · producing -America's ,., 
yourself this question: Where will I be five -years from · first · c~mmercial jet aiiliner, the "nation's principal lopg., ~ , 
now? Ten years? ' range jet bombers, and a major gujded missile for defense: 
The answer will depend upon many factors. One of the Un~erway also are years-ahead projects that ·!D-e.an·growth 
most important is the growth potential of'the company-- far .u~to the future. Another advantage·: at Boeing you·u· 
and the industry-you join. be 10 a young, expanding industry, one with jts major 
The fact that Boeing is one of-the most rapidly expanding growth still ahead~ . · · 
organizations in the country could be important to your . Thereare~utstandingopportunitiesatBoeingformajors 
success. Because expansion opens up plenty of oppor- to: ~ccountmg, Statistics, Iqdustrial Management; Pro-
tunities to move ahead-and assures stable, long-range ductto~ Management; Finance, Physics and related fields. 
careers. Boeing, for instance, is organizing new divisions, Drop 10 for a person-to-person discussion about your 
building new plants and research and development centers. career at Boeing. 
PERSONAL- INTERVIEWS ON MARCH 12 
SEE YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE FOR TIME AND LOCATION 
AIRPLANE COMPANY 
Seattle, Washington Wichita, Kansas 
•' 
" 
,. 
" 
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·• Ann~. Ch~se, Lor~tto soph~~ore 'from Amarillo, Tex., turned in 
a ~rof~ssional, pe.tiormfince in tlie lead roJe of ShS~ron M_cLoner-gan. 
Her much talke? abou,t Si!f_~ing \voice lived up to every expectation 
as she _play~d . ~e.r P~rt W,}~h t~e ·ability of a Broadway star and the 
en~hus1a_s~ of a ; .~oll~gr sophomore. ......_ 
- Ben Costa, ·whose past perfor;nances for the Regis Playhouse 
have drawn. high_. acclaim fr_om ~ the Denver critics, played the role 
of.Buzz C~llms Wit~ a warm but devilish naturalness, that had most o~ the aud1e~ce hopmg that old scoundrel Buzz would end up with a ~1rl, be admitted to heaven, visit Ireland, or somehow live happily 
ever. after. . · 
. Mary A'nn Dunn,' Regis cheerleader and Denver Club candidate 
. for QUeen pf .Regis, ~howed he~ exceptional dancing ability in the 
role of Susan _Mahoney, while Judy Bu~hanan, another Regis cheer-
leader and fnend ,of Jim Lopp, Harold Marcotte, Bob Sutton. and 
Sid Blubaugh, gave an excellent performance as a ·woman share-
cropper. 
Pel'h~ps 0verlooked; but neve.rtheless contributing much to the 
presentation were ··Les Walgreen as one of the children and Bob 
Sutton playing the dual roles o~ male sharecropper and geologist. 
Regis students playing the role o ffirst nighters included: Tom 
Staley, Larry Spring~r~- Bol:S E!dredge, 'George Park,· Tom Birdsall, 
_ M!ke Kennedy, Ed Powers, Maurice O'Connor, Dan Riordan, Boris 
Schmitt, Bill DeLine, Jerry Henry, Hank Close, Jim Min~que, Frank 
Cambria. John Kirchner, and the noted New York critic and swami, 
Charles Kane Gersbach. 
Despite all predictions that the show would be a great success, 
word reached the after theater crowd at King's Court that the play 
had closed after just one night. But as one leading socialite com-
, mented upon hearing the news,- "You can't expect a rainbow to last 
very long. in this dry climate." 
Dean Talks· To 
Catholic Highs 
A.cross State 
The Rev. Louis G.. Mattione, 
S. J., is now engaged in speaking 
appearances at the parochial high-
schools of Denver. Fr. Mattione, 
the Dean of the college, began his 
tour on Wednesday, March 6, af-
ter he had spoken at St. Mary's 
Highschool in Colo. Springs, and 
Pueblo Catholic High in PueBlo, 
Colo. 
. At each school, Father informs 
the students about the spiritual, 
academic, athletic, and social as-
pects of college campus life at Re-
gis. He also covers the policy of 
the school on awarding scholar-
>hips. The scholarships are award-
ed by the committee consisting of 
five faculty members and admin-
istrative officials of the college. 
The scholarships are decided on 
the academic ability and need of 
the student. 
During the past week and com-
ing week, the dean plans to visit 
Holy Family, St. Francis De Sales, 
Mount Carmel, · Annunciation, and 
Cathedrals Highschools. 
-Boughs Bombarded 
By Bitter Beetles 
To appease those students 9f Regis College who are disappointed 
in the present appearance of the former Regis of the Rockies (now 
Rocky Regis), here is an explanation for those missing trees which 
might or might not add a drab appearance to the campus. 
The barren wasteland "hidden" behind the ancient rock wall will 
probably be a desert for an indefinite period of construction. At least 
it will be barren of any organic growth, but the organic will take a 
more pronounced skeletal form in the near future . 
The reason for this war on th~ 
trees is due to the past procedures 
of primping up the little school 
with the big front yard. About 30 
years ago, all the trees along the 
main drive were snipped off at the 
top in order to give them a more 
uniform height and balance. As a 
result of inadequate care, the trees 
began to rot from the top. In its 
youth our little Regis must cer-
tainly have been a beautiful place, 
but in these later years it has de-
veloped a few growing pains 
which manifest an adolescent ap-
pearance. 
----------------
BAND PLANS 
P'E'P CONCERT 
The histQJ:.ical Regis Lake ceased Plotinus Vague to exist approximately ten years 
ago, and, as a result, dry rot now 
Winding up a season of musical 
activity, the Regis Pep Band ten-
tatively plans to present a con-
cert the last of March or the be-
ginning of April in h o n o r of 
Regis' prominent athletes, past 
and present. Under the .direction 
of Professor Ericke the band will 
offer a program of marches, nov-
elties and light concert music. 
S D • • set in, not only from the tops uf 
.. ays Om In ICOn trees but from the bottoms as well . 
SPRING FEVER: Jack Graham and Marilyn Glaser will make A 1 though the undernourished 
it Mr. and Mrs. (Graham, I think) on June ·22 in -Fort Dodge, Iowa The Rev. J. P . Mahoney, 0. P., a plants appeared to be in good 
Members of the high school 
band will assist the college musi-
cians ·at the copcert as they did 
during the bas~etball season. 
• . . Merlin Hellman and Theresa Arndt are planning an autumn philosophy teacher at Loretto health, their insides were a little 
wedding ... Gordon Lockett, recently commissioned an Ensign in Heights College, was the speaker parched. Within recent years, the 
the United States Navy stopped off at Regis, on his way from Rhode at the latest meeting of the Aquin- beetles began to invade the un-
lsland to San Francisco, to pick up Ron Hermes' q,ddress book . .. as Academy held ·on · Monday, suspecting flora until they were 
- Recent ADG pinnings include Dan Riordan and Mary Kay Rater, March 4, at 8 p.m. in the Admin- put out of their misery by the 
Tom Staley and Paula Curran, Maurice O'Connor and Sue Guiry, istration building. quick action of the oozzing saws. 
Jim Pingpank and Karen Cushing, Frank Cambria and his histology "Plotinus and the Ascent to The construction of the new 
textbook . . . Roger Gubbins recently had his brother Mike (Gub- Truth" was the title of the talk 
bins) as a guest for the weekend. To quote Mike, "You guys don't given to the 13 members of the Student Union is a good reason 
k 
· F M for prompt action to remove any now how good you've got it here in the hall.!???!" ... Seen in orgamzation present. r. ahoney hindrances to the · ·construction 
Boulder on a recent Saturday night were Mr. and Mrs. Vess Law- considered the philosophy of Plo-
baugh along with Joe Lardino and Sandy Smith . . . One student tinus an important one because it equipment. 
A banquet in April is also on 
the planning board for the band. 
Those members who were present 
regularly at the Monday and 
Thursday practices will be eli-
gible to attend the affair. 
GUY'S SERVICE 
STATION 
Frontier Gas- Ke~dall Oil 
4991 Federal Gl. 5-5725 
A Laundromat 
noted on the TNT party questionnaire that he wished to indulge in is one of the vital links in the Another reminder of the grow-
the extra-curricular activity of playing hide and seek. When asked change of Platonic tradition. He ing pains is that the sidewalks and 
later in the questionnaire why he wasn't in the extra-curricular explained Plotinus' notion of the driveways cannot be rebuilt until 
activity he wished to be in, he replied, "They're cutting down all "one" and concluded that the the construction, is completed, and 
the trees." . . . The recent student" council campaign was one of early philosopher suffered from a the students decide which route 
the most colorful in the history of freeloaders with cigarettes, vagueness in terminology as did they are going to take in their ex-. 
matches, coffee, donuts, scrap paper and .so on being given away all the Platonist. cursions from building to build- 3008 W. 44th Avenue 
by aspiring statesmen . . . Perhaps the high point of the cam- A professor of chemistry from ing . . The new front yard of Regis Off Federal Blvd. 
paign was the stirring speech given ·at the political assembly by the Colorado School of Mines, Dr. will have to grow the way its stu-
William Jennings Sharkey • • • John Cambria, a: ne.wcomer to the Arthur Williams, will be the next dents go, with short-cuts of rea- Phone GL. 5-2562 9m~~~mp~ri~tfufulliep~~~~~~~~fug~e~dori~~ -~~~e~a~k~§~~~·---~~------~s~o~n~a~b~~~ft~n~g~l~9~-~----~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TNT party all the way . . . .flank .Peteffle ~Q.d Tony . Orestov17!1~ - · 
. recently receiVed word of the1r _ acceptance · mto : Washmgton Um·-
versity of St. Louis and Creighton University Schools of Denfistry.-
respectively. (Both said aaahhhh!) -: .. For the first time in·many 
moons, East Denver is not represented on the Student Council Exec-
utive Board . . . Reports have it that a '38 Dodge named "Gresilda" 
made it to St. Louis and back over G.W.'s b-day, with Maher. Miller, 
Rottino, Burdeau, and Lady Luck taking turns at the wheel . . . 
Ed Boyce, former author of this column and currently associated 
with Boyd's of St. Louis, showed up in Denver last week on his way 
to Aspen . ·. . Mike Dollahan and ~ay La Certe showed up at the 
Regis-Texas Southern game with Roger Gubbins and Jean Andres 
. . . Among the young ladies consoling the ADG pledges are Mary 
La Mantra (patient: Jim · Obst). Sue Sommerfeldt and Jean Potter 
(patient: FrankMaggio) .. . : the AKPsi gravel hanger, Jim Jagger. 
received a Paul Bunyan size rapper-as a remembrance of his Presi-
dency of the organization . . . and in closing I pass along the 
words of the old philosopher: Why carve a career, when you can 
chisel· one? 
JOHNNY'S 
SHOE 
REPAIR 
49th and Lowell Blvd. 
-DOYLE'S 
' .... ;{PHARMACY. 
,The Particu_lar Druggist 
· 17th AVE • . 
and GRANT 
KE; 4-5987 Free Delivery 
Swigert Bros., Optometrists 
offers 
rewarding 
career opportunities 
to 
Seniors and Graduate Students 
.--------------, 
II What you should know about 
I International Business Machines f Corporation 
I A world-recognized leader and pioneer 
in the fastest-growing and perhaps the 
I one "unlimited" field in electronics to-
1 day: digital computer development, 
I manufacture and sales. Builder of the 
1 world's largest computer. 
1 IBM leadership is based on a 42-
1 year record of steady achievem~nt and growth, with sales doubling on an aver-
I age of every five years in the past 25. 
_I Serves all industry, plus government 
and education. 
IBM's excellent salary and employee 
beneflt program is instrumental in 
achieving an employee turnover of less 
than one-sixth the national average. 
Advancement is base-d solely on in-
dividual merit. Rapid growth creates 
positions of responsibility. · 
IBM Laboratories and manufactur-
ing facilities are located in: Pough· 
keepsie, Endicott, Owego, an.d King· 
ston, N. Y., San Jose, California, 
Lexington, Ky., and Rochester, Minn. 
Sales and service offices in 190 prin-
cipal cities throughout the U.S. 
_____________ .. 
·CAMPUS 
INTERVIEWS'' 
·.) !.. 
OCTOBER 16, 1956 ·~ ,, i ~. 
H your degree or major is: Sip illtervieW -schedule ron 
Liberal Arts • Business • Accounting 
Engineering • Mathematics • • •••• SaleS: 
_j ., ... 
) ... 
. . ' 
Accounting • Administration , , . 
Management • Auditing ••••••• ~- • ·.,~usiness Administration 
Physics • Mathematics • Engineering • .•• , .Applied Science 
Physics • Mechanical • Electrical <· ·' 
Engineering Physics 
Mathematics. • •••••••••••••• Engineering Research 
and Development 
Industrial • Electrical • Mechanical • • • • :Manufacturing 
Mathematics • Physics 
CONTACT YOUR COLLEGE PLACEMENT OFFICE 
FOR APPOINTMENT, TODAY! 
If you cannot attend interviews,' 
write for more information to: 
R. W. Hubner, Director of Recruitment. 
IBM Corp., 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS MACHINES 
CORPORATION 
,0-!ITA PIIOCESSING • ELECTIIIC TYPEWIIITE:IIS o TIME EQUIPMENT • MILITAIIY PIIODUCTS 
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Skiers Place Second At Alta 
Alta, Utah, was the scene of the recent college sk'i meet in which the four Regis slatmen pictured above 
competed successfully; and decisively took second place. The skiers are, left to right: Ron Marold, John 
Chambers, Dennis Herrick, and Rohn Herrick. 
Top _ Honors Go 
To Four Skiers 
Last weekend at Alta, Utah, the 
Regis College Ski team gave an 
excellent showing. In a field of 
four colleges: Westminster, Ricks 
of Idaho, and Arizona State, Regis' 
representatives slashed through 
glazed snow for a well-earned sec-
ond place finish. Westminster, who 
took the honors in total points, 
copped firsts in the slalom and 
cross-country events, both run on 
extremely difficult courses, while 
Regis was victorious in the stirring 
downhill run. 
In the over-all individual hon-
ors, Regis placed as follows: 
Slalom-D. Herrick (1), R. Her-
rick (2), R. Marold (6). 
Jumping-R. Marold (5), R. 
Herrick (6), D. Herrick (7), J. 
Chambers (9). 
------------------------------------------
Bugs On A Bunnyhop 
Downhill-D. Herrick (3), R. Pictured above is Bugs Wick executing his favorite sport nowadays, 
Marold (4), J. Chambers (7). jumping gracefully over a "bunny hop" on a recent weekend outing 
Cross-country-;-D. Herrick ( 3), 
R. Herrick (4) , R. Marold (7). to the Arapahoe Basin Ski resort . 
Golfers Begin 
Spring Workout 
. --------------------------~--------~ 
As Seen From 
The Stands 
By George Park 
Honesty is the best policy! How many times have you 
heard that familiar five word verse? Have you ever sat down 
and wondered just how much truth or merit there is in it? 
The new sports editors of the Brown and Gold did, and they 
decided to try it, to see if that's what the readers want. 
Regis' golf team will take to the 
links during the following weeks 
in preparation for the coming sea-
son, reports Mr. Don Titus, the 
new golf coach. The Rangers links-
men have an excellent chance to 
better their last year record of 
7-4-1. They lost the services of 
two men from last year's team, 
Barry Johnston and Mike Ken-
nedy. Johnston no longer attends It seems that in past years many facets of the Regis 
the College, while Mike lost a year sport scene have slipped by without an accurate coverage of 
of eligibility by attending the events. Let us here clarify that this is not meant as a "slam" 
University of St. Louis last se- at any of the previous sports editors, but merely an attempt 
mester. :to bring our coming policy into :the full view of the student 
On the other h~nd we have such _body, and to let them fully appreciate :the sporting events of 
standouts as Dick Johnsto~, a the season. The policy from this issue forth will be to give 
Sophomore from Colorado- Sprmgs h d f 1 h k 1 
D. k d"d t· 11 11 1 t. :1: e rea er an accurate- account o exact y w at too p ace. 1c 1 excep wna y we as h . · h ld f · · year as a Freshman and much or. w at ~111 take place nr t e wor o sports 1n connecilon 
more is expected from him this w1th ReglS College. 
year. We intend to write the articles about the different teams 
Terry McCarty, a veteran of in a straightforward manner, letting -the reader know .exactly 
three previous campaigns, is back how the matches and games were played. That is to say, we 
for a Senior wind-up. This tall will let the students know if the teams performed well or 
Denver swinger has been a con- poorly and how, when, and why the teams won or lost. 
sistently low scorer over the past 
few seasons and will be depended There will be equal representation of all sport~ We 
upon for one of the starting berths. realize -that minor sports are just as important to. the student 
Next on the list we find fiery, body and :to :the good name of Regis as :the major sports. 
Ray Meyer, from St. Louis, Mo. The stellar performers of ·the particular spot!s may get a 
A Sophomore this year, Ray is little more attention :than :that given :to a substitute. but this 
one of the work horses of the is only natural. We hope :that our new policy will tend :to 
team. A long ball hitter and fairly bring better interest and better knowledge of :the different 
good around the greens, this boy sports and :their players :to you. • • • 
turns in some fine rounds but 
says that perfection is still his Believe it or not, such an organization does exist. This 
goal. statement refers to the Regis College "R" Club, composed 
A Junior, from Tulsa, Okla., we of all men attending Regis who have earned rp.onograms in 
have George M. Park. George also one of the major or minor sports. -
has been with the team since his The startling fact of its existence and that it was a tunc-
Freshman year. He believes that :tioning organization was uncovered on :the rainy afternoon of 
with the proper amount of prac-
tice and help from the sports de- February 27:th. A meeting was scheduled for 2:05 p.m •• and 
partment the team will have a a force of about 25 members graced L-12 for the assembly. 
splendid record. Being no giant, The new officers for the coming year were elected. and a 
George replaces the long ball with qustion about minor lettermen, being awarded letter jackets 
(Continued on Page 7) (Continued on Page 8) 
VITALE'S MUSIC SHOP 
5040 No. Federal 
Featuring • 
33 & 45 r.p.m. Records 
RADIOS -- PHONOGRAPHS 
GL. 5-7301 
Jazz, Mood, Classical and Popular Music 
10% DISCOUNT tO REGIS 
{]uty Mddkoffi 
GOLF CHAMPION,SAYS: 
"V,JCEBOY HAS 
THE SMOOTHEST 
TASTE OF ALL 1'1 
SMOOTH! From rhe fin.est tobacco grown, Viceroy $elects only 
the S~ooth Flavor L&f •.• Deep-Cured golden brown for extra smootiUJess! 
. . . 
SUPER S M 0 OT H f Only Viceroy sm·ooths each puff 
through 20,000 filters-made from pure cellulose-soft, snow-white, natural! 
CARY MfDDLECOFF'S AOVICE: 
''sM_OK£ f1/~ $1tf_00 vi'' Vt~£/lOT• 
'Rebel' Gatens Flies Against Falcons 
"No Rebel, don't hit that defenseless referee!" However it loo·ks like Johnny Gatens, Regis ace, might 
take at least one hefty cut at the official, but the Air Force Academy players standing by will no doubt 
break up the fight, even though they didn't have enough fight in them to defeat the high-flying Rangers, 
and fell prey to their onslaught' by a score of 61-4(). In the background, Bob Linnenberger stands ready 
for the ball to come down to· his level again. 
/t1ine~ Buriecl, Rangers 
Clawed, Falcons Clippec/ 
The Regis College Rangers, weary from a disastrous road trip 
east, which produced only one victory in five outings, fell into a 
trap in their first return effort and spurted to victory onl:l1 in )he 
final moments. Colorado Mines, spirited and accurate~ as pf$: usual 
w~n faced by the Rangers, led for the great majority of the game. 
It was not until the final two minutes that the Regis fans began to 
relax. Tony Rendulich drove in with a basket in the final five seconds 
·of the game-to insure- the- victory, 75-72. 
The Rangers, in their next out- ...... ---------------. 
ing at the Auditorium Arena, en-
countered a sizeable task. They 
were handed the highly publicized 
Texas Southern University to cut 
. down to a smaller size. (Their av:. 
erage starting height being, 6-5) 
To make a long story short the 
Rangers just weren't big enough 
to handle the job and fell to the 
clawing Tigers, 80-71. Dennis 
Boone, Regis' sensational fresh-
man, played one of his finest 
games of the season. While "only" 
· netting 21 points, his most out-
standing performance was seen in 
his terrific, exhausting, never-
give-up brand of ball which has 
made him the fine player h~ is. 
'The setting was familiar and 
the Regis crowd was eager for this 
final ·· game· of )he season. The 
"high flying" Air Force Academy 
cadets had, been picked up in our 
radar and our guns were aimed; 
result- TARGET DESTROYED! 
,We didn't even use our big _gun, 
-as · bennis Boone sat the bench 
nursing · an injured knee. The jet-
propelled men in blue dashed in 
and stumbled out of the Audi-
torium on the short end of a 61-45 
mark. The "clipped-winged" Fal-
cons managed to salvage one glim-
mering shred of glory, that being 
Bob Beckel's 19 points and scoring 
honors. Regis had three men in 
double figures, they being, Bob 
Linnenberger, Allen Hower and 
- Tom Hoogerwerf, with 16, 14, and 
14 points respectively. John Ga-
tens, the "Rebel" field general, 
garnered 7 points but was most 
impressive iri the shrewd, and mas-
terful handling of his ball club. 
Pat 
PH.fltc 
-J!aek 
. How about thos~ unheralded 
athletes,? These would include 
those men in brown who come 
off the bench to play their part. 
In our opinion, they too are a 
determining factor in Regis suc-
cess. For example, we; feel that 
Terry She~lrY has earned that 
"pat' on the back" for work 
well done. Terry, 6' 5" sopho-
more from Garden City, Kan., 
turned in a splendid perform-
ance against such fine oppon-
ents as S e a t t I e and Texas 
Southern, who greatly out-sized 
our Rangers. Yet, this· handi-
cap failed to stop Terry fro.m 
grabbing rebounds off both 
boards. His aggressive rebound- · 
ing and unfaltering spirit has 
kept our boys in many impor-
tant tests. Nice goin' Terry! 
SAM'S TV-PHONO AND 
. RADIO SHOP 
-
Sam Brundage _ 
GL. 5::..0774 
4974 Lowell Denver 6~ Colo. 
Regis Goll 
(Continued from Page 6) 
a more accurate brand · of golf, 
often bringing in low scores. 
Last but not least among the 
returning golfers are, Phil Bob,.. 
berschmidt, a Sophomore from 
Madison, Wise., and Fred Scott, 
a Junior from Denver. Phil, dur-
ing his Freshman year saw quite 
a bit of action. Phil is another 
of the long ball hitting men on 
the squa!l who also believes that 
the value of practice is invaluable. 
Fred, although seeing limited ac-
tion last year is a real asset to the 
squad. 
In dealing with the Freshmen 
tale~t, not much is known. There 
are some supposedly fine pros., 
pects, and it is hoped that by the 
time the season . starts they are 
pressing the old timers for start-
ing berths. 
It is not known exactly when 
the season begins, but it is be-
lieved to be sometime i1;1 late 
March. Matches have been ar-
ranged with Colorado University, 
Denver University, Colorado Col-
lege, Adams State, and the Ai!f-
Force Academy. Tentative matches 
between Regis and the different 
air bases around Denver are in 
the mq.king. 
Auto Accessories, Washing, 
Lubrication, Pick Up and 
Delivery Service 
Ashker's Phillips 
66 Service 
4890 Lowell Blvd. 
Denver, Colorado 
Josep~ R. Ashker, Prop. 
GL. 5-7529 
This game marked the wind-up 
of a good season for the Rangers, 
finishing 14-9 on the season. The 
team came along well, much better 
than was expected in pre-season 
discussions and congratulations are 
in order to all those connected 
With the team. 
DENVER TENNIS & SKI 
· Support The Rang'ers 
Beat The Aztecs 
Open Monday and Friday 
'Til 8:00 P .M~ . 
333 14th St. 
Hower Hits 21; Rangers Down 
Knights In 1 Little1 NCAA Meet; 
Play San Diego State Tomorrow 
"San Diego State is next." This 
is the way the talk went after the 
Rangers. batted down a strong and 
deadly Wartburg College attack to 
the tune of 88-82, Tuesday ·night. 
A wide open game from the 
'start, that saw the Rangers pick 
up 26 fouls to their opponents 14, 
remained so up until the clock 
showed 1 :53 remaining. It was 
here that John "Rebel General'' 
Gatens picked up two points at 
the charity lane to put Regis ahead 
by four and virtually insure vic-
tory. 
Wartburg College marched into 
the Auditorium Arena sporting an 
impressive 17-7 record. Coming 
along for the game were 250 stout 
Iowa hearts, eager to see their 
orange and black clad Knights 
charge gallantly on to victory. 
(Continued on Page 8) ALLEN HOWER 
TNT Party Says Thanks 
To The Student Body 
For Your Support in the Past Elections 
We Hope for This Continued Support 
During Our Tenure in 
Office for 
A Greater Regis N 0 W 
Complete Photoengraving Service 
The· Scena Photoengraving Co. 
- 2021 Champa -DENVER- Ph. AC. 2-5262 
COPYRIGHT 1957 THE COCA .. COLA COMPANY 
Dorlt just sit there! 
You'll enjoy today's copy of this publication. 
. much more if you'll get UP. right now and get' 
yourself an ice-cold bottle of Coca-Cola. 
(Naturally, we'd be happier, too!) 
SIGN OF GOOD TASTE 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY BY 
DENVER COCA-COLA . BOTTliNG COMPANY 
"Coke" is a registered trade-mark. @ 1956, THE COCA-COLA COMPANY 
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Ski Season Nearing End 
Pictured here is Ron Marold, sophomore skier, as he passes through the last gateway on the giant slalom 
at the recent college meet held at Alta, Utah. Regis placed second in the running, and the ski team en-
ters yet another skiing contest tomorrow at Climax, Colorado. This will be the final meet of the year. 
Trip To Aspen, , Banquet Sodalists Plan 
Included In Ski Club Plans Closed Retreat 
The Ski Club of Regis College, 
under the able leadership of the 
Rev. Fred Daly, S.J. and Sam 
O'Neil, has a busy month ahead of 
them. Plans for a trip to Aspen, 
March 23 and 24, have been com-
pleted. This trip has been organ-
ized in conjunction with the ski 
enthusiasts from Loretto Heights 
College. 
Earlier this month the Ski Club 
will sponsor an intramural meet 
for all students interested in ski-
ing and who wish to participate. 
During the earlier portion of the 
season few injuries were incurred 
by the aspiring skiers. Now that 
the "beginner's luck" has worn off 
many are coming down with se. 
From The Stanc/s 
vere cases of, broken legs and 
sprained ankles. The latest to re-
ceive "purple hearts" were Bill 
Sheeley and Jim Molchan, both 
have broken legs. A few of this 
year's beginners, Philip Ruoff, 
Hank Close, Ted Foti, George 
Park, Mike Dollahan, W. J. Lopp 
and Jim Hanson, seem to be "liv-
ing right" as so far they have 
sustained no major injuries. 
There is a banquet to oe held 
on April 13. The place has not 
yet been decided, but it shall be 
within the week. The club is 
sponsoring a raffle and as a prize 
they are awarding a new pair of 
HART skies. The drawing will be 
held at the banquet. 
(Continued from Page 7) 
was brought up; ibis, ii was decided. would be hashed out at 
a later meeting. 
Plans for entering a new basketball league are being 
mused over by the "higher ups." Some of the finest basket-
ball names in the country are listed as desiring admittance 
along with Regis. 
Golf and tennis team schedules are not yet completed, 
but it seems certain that ihe golf team will return to play 
in the Broadmoor Invitational. 
Hower Hits 21 
(Continued from Page 7) 
ltaiians 
Ba%aar 
Plan 3 
Booths 
The Regis Women's Sodality, 
spearheading a drive for funds 
to hold a closed retreat, has spon-
sored three bake sales during re-
cent weeks in the Regis cafeteria. 
A raffle for two steak dinners at 
Little Pepina's has been tenta-
tively planned. The proceeds will 
also be used to bolster funds for 
the retreat which will be held the 
latter part of this semester. 
At the weekly meetings of the 
spiritual organization the topic, 
"The Church," is being discussed. 
Fr. Harold Klocker, g_J., modera-
tor of the Regis Women's Sodal-
ity, delivers weekly talks on the 
topic of discussion. 
Sportsmen Hold 
Fishing Contest 
Bob Chauvin, president of the 
Sportsman club, has announced 
that a fishing contest and outing 
will be held soon on ·the South 
Platte river. One part of the con-
test will feature competition be-
tween bait and lure fishermen. An 
award will be presented to the 
angler who lands the largest fish. 
According to Bob Chauvin, club 
president, the Sportsman club has 
no dues, and meets haphazardly 
in Loyola hall. New members are 
always welcome, and may join The armour of the Rangers, how-ever, produced worthy protection. 
Allen Hower, a standout all year 
at forward netted a total of 2'1 
points, while Dennis Boone, com-
ing off the 'disabled list, dropped 
in 24 to cop scoring honors. 
The Italian Club will be in the club simply by <;:ontacting 
Chauvin or any other member. charge of three booths this year 
at the Regis Bazaar, Headlining 
the three will be the Pizza Booth, 
and it is hoped that this will be 
the most popular attraction of the 
bazaar. The other two will be a 
candy and a baseball booth. 
The Knights did not go without 
their stars. Mel Frahm, a credit 
to any team, pushed in 16 from 
the post position, as his team-mate, 
Art Margheim, a quick and most 
deadly guard, s t r u m m e d the 
strings to the tune of 22 points. 
Not enough can be said about 
the magnificent management of 
the ball team by 6-1, Gatens. A 
tremendous shooter but a better 
ball handler, John was the dif-
ference between victory and de-
feat . 
Coming events include elections 
for the club. W h i I e no other 
events are planned, save. increas-
ed membership, the oncoming of-
ficers should provide the club 
with new impetus. 
BILLY'S 
INN 
FAMILY BAR 
COME AS YOU ARE 
4403 lo-.yell Blvd. Gl. 5-9733 
The opportunity for ~11 Reg_is 
College Students to recelYe poliO 
immunization will be announced 
in the near future. A survey of 
Resident and Day Students wh:o 
wish to avail themselves of this 
opportunity will have to be made 
·before final steps are taken to 
obtain the necessary polio vaccine. 
All students have the liberty of 
choice of receiving these polio 
immunization shots either from 
the Student Health Service or 
from their family physician. Stu-
dents who are under 21 years of 
age are requested to obtain the 
written permission of their par-
ents or guardian. 
The first two shots are given 
one month apart; the third shot 
is given after an interval of seven 
months. The cost will be at the 
rate authorized for Student Health 
total cost of $4.50. This jmmuni-
f!ervices at $1.50 per shot, or a 
zation program is an offer of 
assistance to the students at the 
·above-mentioned reduced rate. 
While it is not possible to make 
individual immunization manda-
tory, every student is req':lested 
to consider seriously the nsk of 
Discussion Club 
To Reorganize 
not taking advantage of this op-
portunity to receive the polio 
vaccine. In case of doubt, kindly 
ask the opinion of Matt Nickels 
who contracted polio before the 
discovery of the Salk vaccine. To 
quote Matt: "All students should 
avail themselves of the p o 1 i o 
shots; no one is safe from the 
dangers of polio. My case alone 
cost the Polio Foundation $6,000!" 
Watch for the dates at which the 
polio shots will be given! 
New Members 
In Chem Frat 
Rho Chi Sigma, Chemistry fra-
ternity has finished its one week 
pledging with the initiation of five 
new actives. Initiated into the or-
ganization were: Tom Kukar, Ter. 
ry Reynolds, Richard Barnes, Bill 
Steward, and Dick Hassey. 
The chemistry fraternity is at-
tempting to publish a monthly bul-
letin calculated to enhance the 
knowledge of all chemistry stu-
dents. Planned for the first bul-
letin is a periodic table showing 
the natural elements. 
Rho Chi Sigma, headed by Jim 
Weber as president and Ray Red-
dick as secretary, is intended to 
create interest among chemistry 
majors, and to stimul.ate discus-
sion of matters pertaining to their 
science. Through Rho Chi Sigma 
a student may also become af-
filiated with the American Chem-
ical Society. 
Events in the near future in-
clude a banquet to honor the new 
active members. 
Recruiting Trip Is Made 
By Frs. Tipton, Collins 
"A Portrait of the Artist as a 
Young Man," classic novel by the 
late James Joyce was introduced 
as the main discussion topic for 
the second semester at the regular 
meeting of the Regis Literary 
Club, held on March 1 in the Eng-
lish Lab. The meeting was pre-
sided o~er by The Rev. Robert 
Boyle, S.J., moderator and by Jim 
Bzdek, president of the organiza-
tion. The first chapter of Joyce's 
book was discussed at this gather-
ing, and later meetings will deal 
with the remainder of the book. 
An interesting highlight of the 
meetibg was the playing of a tape 
recording of the recent television 
discus'sion of the novel in which 
Fr. Boyle participated. The tape 
recording was also played at the 
joint meeting of the Loretto 
Heights and Regis literary clubs, 
Sunday, March 3, at Loretto 
Heights. 
. Fr. Tipton recently returned 
from a tour to recruit students 
from Wichita, Kans., Tulsa, Okla., 
and Oklahoma City, Okla. On the 
weekend of March 1, 2, and 3, Fr. 
Collins spoke at Holy Trinity 
Highschool in Trinidad, Colo. 
The mam pomt of the meeting 
at Regis dealt with the reorgan-
ization of the discussion group 
and the reception of new members 
for this semester. Any student who 
is interested in joining this group 
is invited to attend the next meet-
ing, the time of which will be 
posted on the bulletin board in 
Loyola Hall. 
SAVE-TIME 
LAUNDRYETTE 
4224 TENNYSON 
GRand 7-0631 
LA BATES 
Standard Service 
Complete Lubrication 
Tire Repair 
4904 Federal Blvd. 
Gl. 5-9703 
Support The 
Rangers 
Beat The 
Aztecs 
STAN'S BERKELEY 
SINCLAIR 
5195 Federal Blvd. 
GR. 7-9984 
SKYLINE 
CLEANERS 
4986 Lowell Blvd. 
(Across from Regis) 
MRS. LUETHY'S 
KITCHEN 
Home of Good Food 
, Home Made Pies 
5044 N. Federal Blvd. Now that half of the road is 
cleafed toward our goal, the Small 
College N.C.A.A. tournament, let's 
help the team the rest of the way. 
Get out to the game tomorrow. Go 
down to the Arena and get on the 
train that steams us past STATE. 
LOWELL BLVD. BAKERY 
WEDDING AND PARTY 
ORDERS 
-4922 Lowell Blvd. 
GR. 7-2544 
ALL LATE BOOKS ARE IN 
SEE BROTHER RENK 
GL. 5-0055 
Formerly Mrs. Weber's 
Kitchen 
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8UT SOME SNEAKY PfOPLE 
TRY Q~H) TO iNVENT T£APiTiON$!.1 
iNFDgMED STUDENTS MU?T 
8E A8LE' TO FERRET OUT TU~ 
tEAL FROM TU£ f;IK£7! 
(Uifl.iii'IOOR ASOUHJ)) iN IlEAL TX'AOiTiOH! 
Rbt£11/f£! .. FOR A REAL 
TRAPITiON, YOU . MU~f HAV~ 
AN 08Jrcr OR AmoN 
T~AT 17 UTTE~Y AND 
~"'"-- COMPLHELY 1jjftf7?/ 
TIIAT i~ Tf!E mr! 
March 8, 1957 
